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This paper presents a novel beat detector that processes
MPEG-1 Layer III (known as MP3) encoded audio
bitstreams directly in the compressed domain. Most
previous beat detection or tracking systems dealing with
MIDI or PCM signals are not directly applicable to
compressed audio bitstreams, such as MP3 bitstreams. We
have developed the beat detector as a part of a beat-pattern
based error concealment scheme for streaming music over
error prone channels. Special effort was used to obtain a
tailored trade-off between performance, complexity and
memory consumption for this specific application. A
comparison between the machine-detected results to the
human annotation has shown that the proposed method
correctly tracked beats in 4 out of 6 popular music test
signals. The results were analyzed.
.H\ZRUGV
Error concealment, Beat detection, Beat tracking,
Compressed domain processing, Bitstream processing,
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With rapid deployment of audio compression technologies,
more and more audio content is stored and transmitted in
compressed formats. The transmission of audio signals in
compressed digital packet formats, such as MP3, has
revolutionized the process of music distribution.
Consequently, compressed bitstream processing is
becoming a subject of study [1][2][3][4]. However,
compressed domain bitstream processing is still in its
infancy and many aspects such as beat detection remain
unaddressed.
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Beat detection or tracking is an important initial step in
computer processing of music and is useful in various
multimedia applications, such as automatic classification of
music, content-based retrieval, audio track analysis in
video, etc.
Beat detection or tracking systems can be classified
according to the input data type. Most existing beattracking systems deal with musical score information
(typically MIDI signals) [9][10][11], or PCM samples
[12][13][14][15][16][17]. Some are designed for real-time
applications.
None of the above-mentioned systems is directly applicable
to a compressed domain bitstream such as MP3 bitstream,
which has gained popularity not only in the Internet world,
but also in consumer products. In addition, existing
algorithms usually have such a high computational
complexity that it is beyond the capability of a normal
laptop computer (not to mention handheld devices) to
perform a real-time application task – beat-pattern based
error concealment for streaming music over error prone
channels having burst packet losses [5]. Our objective here
was not to develop a general-purpose beat detector, but to
develop a beat tracking method as a building block of the
error concealment system proposed in [5] with strict
constraints on complexity and memory requirement. The
proposed beat detector serves to segment music signals
according to beats. The ultimate goal is to define a
segment-similarity measure that relates closely to the
subjective similarity, which will enable us to perform beatpattern based error concealment and coding tasks better
[5][7].
This paper is organized as follows. The concept of beatpattern based error concealment is first outlined in section
2. It serves to clarify the necessity and requirements of such
a beat tracking method. A window-type based beat detector
is presented separately in section 3 due to its importance on
error concealment. A Modified Discrete Cosine Transform
(MDCT) domain beat detector is then detailed in section 4.
Some preliminary evaluations of the new scheme are
presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 concludes the

paper with some discussions and indicates some future
work.

segment.
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Error concealment usually serves as the last resort to
mitigate the degradation of the audio quality when
compressed audio packets are lost in error prone channels,
such as mobile Internet and digital audio broadcasts.
Conventional error concealment methods include muting,
interpolation or simply repeating a short segment
immediately preceding the lost segment. They are useful if
the lost segment is short (an usual assumption in the
literature is around 20 ms) and the signal is fairly
stationary. However, if these conditions do not hold,
conventional methods will not produce satisfactory results.
To solve this problem, a new scheme was proposed to
exploit the beat-pattern similarity of music signals to
recover a possible burst packet loss in a best-effort based
network such as the Internet. [5].
The beat-pattern based error concealment scheme results
from the observations that a music signal typically exhibits
rhythm and beat characteristics. And the beat-patterns of
most music, particularly pop, march and dance music are
fairly stable and repetitive.
The time signature of pop music is typically 4/4. The
average inter-beat interval (IBI) is about 500 ms, thus the
duration of a bar is about 2 s. Such long-term similarity of
music has not been exploited in any existing audio coding
technology. The concept is quite simple and
straightforward. If the lost or distorted segment of the audio
signal includes a beat, it would be better to replace it with a
segment from a previous beat.
A conventional error concealment method and our new
approach are illustrated in Figure 1 and 2 respectively. The
small segments represent MP3 granules. An MP3 frame
consists of two granules where each granule consists of 576
frequency components.

Copied granules

Lost granules

Coming mp3
bitstream

Figure 1. Illustration of a conventional error concealment
method. Rectangles filled with dots represent corrupted
MP3 granules. Blank rectangles represent error-free ones.
The thin arrows indicate the repetitive copy of the
immediately preceding granule to fill the erroneous audio

Copied segment

k·IBI
Beat 1

Beat k+1

Coming mp3
bitstream
Lost granules

Figure 2. Concept of the beat-pattern based error
concealment method. It replaces an erroneous audio
segment around beat (k+1) with a corresponding segment
from a previous beat as indicated by the thick arrow. k is a
positive integer which is determined by the employed level
of beat information (e.g. quarter-note or half-note level).
IBI stands for inter-beat interval. Rectangles filled with
dots indicate corrupted MP3 granules. Blank rectangles
indicate error-free ones.
The assumption for this approach is that a segment around
a beat, which often corresponds to a transient produced by
a rhythmic instrument such as a drum, is subjectively more
similar to a segment around a previous beat than its
immediate neighboring segment. A possible psychological
verification of this assumption is explained by the
following example. If we observe typical pop music with a
drum sound marking the beat in a 3-D time-frequency
representation (see Figure 6), the drum sound usually
appears as a ridge, short in the time domain and broad in
the frequency domain, which masks all other sounds such
as singing and other instruments well. It is usually so
dominant in pop music that one perceives only the drum
sound during the event. In spite of some variations in
consecutive drum sounds, it is logical to propose that it
would be subjectively more pleasant to replace a missing
drum sound with a previous drum sound segment rather
than with any other sound, such as singing. It becomes
evident from this that a beat detector is a crucial element of
the scheme. And it is reasonable to perform the beat
detection directly in the compressed domains to avoid
redundant operations.
The requirement of such a beat detector depends on the
constraint on computational complexity and memory
consumption. In our current implementation, the beat
detector employs only the window types and the MDCT
coefficients decoded from the MP3 bitstream to perform
beat tracking. It outputs 3 parameters: beat position, IBI
and confidence score. However, if the constraint on
complexity and memory were relaxed, higher level
structure (e.g. bar-level structure) would improve error

concealment performance.
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MP3 uses 4 different window types: long, long-to-short,
short and short-to-long which are indexed with 0, 1, 2, 3
respectively (see Figure 3(b)). The short window is
introduced to tackle transient signals better. From our
experiments with pop music, short windows often coincide
with beats and offbeats since they are the most frequent
events to trigger window-switching. We have observed that
99% of the window-switching patterns in all of our test
signals appear in the following order: long => long-to-short
=> short => short => short-to-long => long. This pattern
can be indexed as a sequence of 012230 (see Figure 3(b)).
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take the beat information from the window-switching and
adjust the beat information accordingly. That is, the
window-switching method always has priority. The beat
information from MDCT based method is used only in the
absence of window-switching (see Figure 3, 5 and 6).
The rational of this strategy is that the window shapes in all
MDCT based audio codecs including MPEG-2/4 advance
audio coding (AAC) must satisfy certain conditions to
achieve time domain alias cancellation (TDAC) [6]. If
these conditions are violated due to the error concealment
operation, the time domain alias will not be able to cancel
each other during the overlap-add (OA) operation [6]. This
will result in clearly audible distortion as a consequence.
For example, if the two consecutive short window granules
indexed as 22 in a window-switching sequence of 012230
are lost in a transmission channel, it is easy to deduce their
window types from their neighboring granules. And a
previous short window granule pair should replace them to
mitigate the subjective degradation. However, if we
disregard the window-switching information available from
the audio bitstream and replace the short window with any
other neighboring window types, resulting in windowswitching patterns such as 011130, the TDAC conditions
will be violated. This will create annoying artifacts. We
define the phenomenon as ZLQGRZ W\SH PLVPDWFK
SKHQRPHQRQ.
To our best knowledge, this important issue has not been
addressed in any publications to date.
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Figure 3. Comparison of music waveform and its
corresponding mp3 window-switching pattern. (a) music
waveform versus time in seconds, (b) window types
(vertical axis) versus mp3 granule index (horizontal axis).
The four window types (long, long-to-short, short and
short-to-long) are indexed with 0, 1, 2, 3 respectively.
It should be noted that the window-switching pattern
depends not only on the encoder implementation, but also
on the applied bitrate. Therefore, window-switching alone
is not a reliable cue for beat detection. For general purpose
beat detection, we could even completely discard the
window type information. A MDCT based method alone
would be sufficient.
However, for error concealment purposes window type
information plays an important role. Therefore, we take the
following strategy to handle the beat information from the
two separate sources. The MDCT based method serves as
the baseline beat detector due to its reliability. Then the
beat information (position and IBI) is checked with the
window-switching pattern. If the window-switching also
indicates a beat and its position departs from the MDCT
based one less than 4 MP3 granules (ca. 13x4 = 52 ms), we

Let’s consider the same example of a MP3 granule
sequence of 012230 as discussed above. In case a segment
of four consecutive granules indexed as 1223 is SDUWLDOO\
corrupted in a communication channel, it is still possible to
detect the transient, if we can correctly decode only the
window type information (2 bits) of one VLQJOH granule in
the segment of four consecutive granules, even if their main
data is totally corrupted.
The above analysis clearly suggests why SDUWLDOO\ damaged
audio packets due to channel error should not be simply
discarded because they can still be utilized to improve
quality of service (QoS) in applications such as streaming
music. This clarifies the significance of the window type
information and the rational of our strategy to combine beat
information from the two separate detection methods.
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The MDCT coefficients based method has the following
building blocks (see Figure 4 and 5):
•

Feature Vector (FV) calculation: calculates the multiband energy within each granule (ca. 13 ms) as a
feature, and then forms a FV of each band within a
search window. FV serves to separate beats and nonbeats as much as possible. An element to mean ratio
(EMR) can be used to improve the feature quality.

•

•

•

•

Beat candidate selection: This process is performed in
two stages. Beat candidates are first selected in
individual bands based on a threshold method in a
given search window. Within each search window the
number of candidates in each band is either one or
zero. If there are one or more valid candidates selected
from individual bands, they are then clustered and
converged to a single candidate according to certain
criteria.
Confidence score: A confidence score is calculated for
each beat candidate from individual bands to score
their reliability. Based on them, a final confidence
score is calculated, which is used to determine whether
a converged candidate is a beat.
Statistical model: An inter-onset interval (IOI)
histogram is usually employed to select the correct
inter-beat interval (IBI) [13]. The idea is to use the IBI
derived from the IOI histogram to predict the next
beat. In our system a valid candidate in each individual
band is defined as an onset. A set of previous IOIs in
each band is stored in a FIFO for computing the
candidate’s confidence score of that band. Instead of a
usual histogram approach, our statistical model
employs a median in the FIFO buffer to predict the
position of the next beat, which works quite well.
Mark and output beat information: Before a beat
candidate is finally marked and stored as a beat, it has
to pass a confidence test. Only a candidate with
sufficient confidence is selected as a beat (see Figure
9). Its position, IBI and confidence score are stored and
also fed back to calculate the confidence score of
future beat candidates. This beat information then is
checked with the window-switching information,
adjusted accordingly.

A high-level block diagram of the MDCT domain beat
detector is illustrated in Figure 4. More detailed
information about each block is given in the subsequent
sub-sections.

Feature
extraction

Beat candidate
selection:
threshold

Statistical model:
beat prediction &
confidence score

Mark and store
beat info:
position, IBI and
confidence score

Figure 4. Block diagram of a MDCT based beat detector
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We use subband energy or EMR of the subband energy in a
search window as a feature vector (FV). The FV is directly
calculated from decoded MDCT coefficients as illustrated
in Figure 5. We chose an approach, which extracts FV from
the full-band and individual subbands separately to avoid
possible loss of information. The frequency boundaries of
the new subbands are defined in table 1 and 2 for long and

short windows respectively for a sampling frequency of
44.1 kHz. For other sampling frequencies the subbands can
be defined in a similar manner.
Window
Type
Confidence RF
Full-band FV

EMR thresholdF

Converge
and store
beat info:
position,
IBIs,
confidence
score (R)

Confidence R1

Audio
Bitstream

MDCT
coefficients

Subband1 FV

EMR threshold1

Confidence RN
SubbandN FV

EMR thresholdN

Figure 5. Block diagram of a compressed domain beat
detector using MP3 bitstream. FV stands for feature vector.

Subband

Frequency
interval (Hz)

Index of MDCT
coefficients

Scale factor
band index

1

0-459

0-11

0-2

2

460-918

12-23

3-5

3

919-1337

24-35

6-7

4

1338-3404

36-89

8-12

5

3405-7462

90-195

13-16

6

7463-22050

196-575

17-21

Table 1. Subband division for long windows

Subband

Frequency
interval (Hz)

Index of MDCT
coefficients

Scale factor
band index

1

0-459

0-3

0

2

460-918

4-7

1

3

919-1337

8-11

2

4

1338-3404

12-29

3-5

5

3405-7465

30-65

6-8

6

7463-22050

66-191

9-12

Table 2. Subband division for short windows
MP3 employs a hybrid filterbank. In principle, the feature
extraction can also be performed after an Inverse Modified
Discrete Cosine Transform (IMDCT) step [8]. We chose
the decoded MDCT coefficients for feature extraction, in
order to make the algorithm more general and applicable to

other codecs such as MPEG2/4 AAC, which uses only a
MDCT.

In Figure 5, each band gives only one value by summation
of the energy within a granule [8]. Thus the time resolution
of our beat detector is one MP3 granule (ca. 13 ms) as
opposed to a theoretical beat event, which has no duration.
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The energy ( (Q ) of band E in granule Q is calculated
directly by summing the squares of the decoded MDCT
coefficients to give:
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where ; (Q) is the jth normalized MDCT coefficient
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decoded at granule Q, 1 1 is the lower bound index and
1 2 is the higher bound index of MDCT coefficients
defined in Table 1 and 2. Since the feature extraction is
performed in granule level, the energy in three short
windows (equal to one long window in duration) is
combined into one so that we have comparable energy for
both long and short windows.
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Based on the observations of the extracted features from
different pop music, we have concluded that subbands 1, 5,
6 and the full-band features are generally reliable for pop
music beat tracking. The features extracted from a pop
music extract are illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Music waveform of a 4 seconds segment and its
corresponding subband energy employing the same pop
music sample as in Figure 3. (a) music waveform versus
time in seconds, (b)-(h) energy in subbands 1-6 and fullband versus mp3 granule index.
MP3 has an option to use long or short windows. The
window length is 36 subband samples in the case of long
windows and 12 subband samples in the case of short
window. 50% window overlap is used in the MDCT. In
order to have a consistent frequency resolution for both
long and short windows we grouped the MDCT
coefficients of each granule into 6 newly defined subbands
(see tables 1 and 2) for feature extraction. For other codecs
or configurations, similar frequency divisions can be
performed. This frequency division is different in

For simplicity our current system only uses these 4 bands to
extract the feature vector. The reason that subbands 2, 3
and 4 usually give rather poor features is that singing and
instruments other than drums are mostly concentrated in
these bands. Consequently, the beat and non-beat
separation is usually rather difficult in these bands. As
illustrated in Figure 6, feature vectors are extracted in
multiple bands and then processed separately.
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The search window size determines the FV size, which is
used for selecting beat candidates in individual bands. The
search window size can be fixed or adaptive. Based on our
experiments both methods are feasible. In the case of the
fixed window size, the minimal possible IBI (~325 ms) is
chosen as the search window size so that the maximal
number of possible beats within the search window is one.
The current system uses an adaptive window size because
of its slightly better performance. It is calculated as the
closest odd integer to the median of the stored IOIs, so that
we have a symmetric window around a valid sample:





ZLQGRZ _ VL]H _ QHZ = 2 PHGLDQ( ,2, ) / 2 + 1

(2)

The hop size is selected to be half of the new search
window size.

KRS _ VL]H _ QHZ = URXQG ( ZLQGRZ _ VL]H _ QHZ / 2)

(3)
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The basic principle of beat candidate selection is setting a
proper threshold for the extracted FV. The local maxima
within a search window, which fulfils certain conditions,
are selected to be beat candidates. This process is
performed in each band separately. There are two
threshold-based approaches for selecting beat candidates.
The first approach uses the primitive FV (multi-band
energy) directly and the second approach uses an improved
FV (EMR).
The first method is based on the absolute value of the
multi-band energy of beats and non-beats. A threshold is
set based on the distribution of beat and non-beat for
selecting beat candidates within the search window. This
approach is computationally simple but needs some
knowledge of the feature in order to set a proper threshold.
It has three possible outputs in the search window: no
candidate, one candidate or multiple candidates. In the case
of one or multiple candidates, it is desirable to have a
subsequent statistical model to determine the reliability of
each candidate as a beat. The beat detector in [5] was based
on this method.

EMR within the search window to form a new FV. That is,
we calculate the ratio of each element (energy in each
granule) to the mean value (average energy in the search
window). And then the maximum EMR is compared with a
given threshold. If the EMR is greater than the threshold,
this local maximum is selected as a beat candidate. The
beat candidate is sent to the next stage for further
processing as illustrated in Figure 5.
The second approach seems to be superior to the first
approach in most cases since it measures the relative
distance between the individual element and the mean, not
their absolute values. Therefore, the EMR threshold can be
set as a constant value, while the threshold in the first
method should be adaptive to cope with the wide dynamic
range in music signals. EMR is used in our current
implementation. Comparison of the two methods with an
identical sample (6 minutes in duration) is shown in
Figures 7 and 8. The beats were picked up manually by a
human subject. Although the EMR method has slightly
better separation between beats and non-beats, none of the
two FVs is good enough to separate beats and non-beats
reliably without a subsequent statistical model. The wide
signal dynamic range and relatively strong offbeats mainly
cause the bad separation.
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Figure 7. Histogram of beats (dashed line) and non-beats
(solid line) versus their first-band energy (feature vector
extracted with the first method) employing a pop music
sample (6 minutes in duration).
The second method uses the primitive FV to calculate an

Figure 8. Histogram of beats (dashed line) and non-beats

(solid line) versus their EMR measure (feature vector
extracted with the second method) employing the same pop
music sample as in Figure 7.
In order not to miss a possible beat, we were forced to set a
threshold towards the lower end of the beat population,
which is about 0.005 in Figure 8. Thus the probability of
selecting non-beats as beat candidates is rather high.
Subsequent statistical models will eventually remove false
selections.
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The confidence score for an individual beat candidate is
calculated to measure its reliability:
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where N =1, 2, 3. N is introduced to cope with the situation
that the current ,2, is 2 or 3 times longer than the predicted
value due to a decreased tempo or a missed candidate.
,2, is a vector of previous inter-onset intervals. The size of

( )

,2, is an odd number. PHGLDQ ,2, is used as a prediction

of the current beat. L is the current beat candidate index. , 
is the MP3 granule index of the current beat candidate.
,     _     is the MP3 granule index of the previous beat.

0,
I (( ) = 
1,

( < WKUHVKROG

( ≥ WKUHVKROG

(5)

where (! is energy of each candidate. I ((! ) is introduced
to discard candidates having too low energy.
The confidence score of the converged beat stream R is
calculated by

(6)

where 1 indicates the number of subbands and )
indicates the full-band. The dashed line in Figure 9 shows
the converged confidence score of a pop music, which is
used to reject non-beats.

6WDWLVWLFDOPRGHO
We define a valid candidate in each band as an onset and
store a number of previous IOI values in a FIFO buffer for
beat prediction in each band. Then we use the median of
the IOI vector to calculate the confidence scores of all beat
candidates in individual bands. This simple statistical
model has proven to be quite effective.
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MDCT domain energy

The IOI vector size is a tunable parameter for adjusting the
responsiveness of the beat detector. If the IOI vector size is
kept small, the beat detector is quick to adapt to a changed
tempo at the cost of instability. If the IOI vector size is
large, it becomes slow to adapt to a changed tempo, but it
can tackle more difficult situations better. In the current
implementation, the FIFO buffer size is 9. Since we store
the IOI as opposed to the final IBI in the buffer, the tempo
change is registered in the FIFO. However, the search
window size is only updated to follow the new tempo after
4 IBIs, which is about 2~3 seconds in duration.
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Figure 9. Multi-band features of a pop music sample: fullband energy (solid line), candidates from subband 1 (star),
subband 5 (squares), subband 6 (triangles), and full-band
(circles), converged beat candidates (hexagram), detected
beats (dotted lines). The dashed line indicates the
confidence score of the converged beat candidates, which is
used to discard non-beats at this stage. For illustration
purposes, the confidence score is shifted downwards by
0.5.
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Beat candidates together with their confidence scores from
all the bands are converged. The candidate that has the
greatest confidence score within a search window is
selected as a center point. If candidates from other bands
are close to the selected center point (less than 4 MP3
granules, for example), they are clustered. The confidence
of a cluster is the maximum confidence of its members and
the location of the cluster is the rounded mean of all
locations of its members. All other candidates are ignored.
As the final step, the candidate is accepted as a beat if its
final confidence score is above a constant threshold. Beat
position, IBI, and overall confidence score are sent to the
application module after checking with the window

switching pattern.
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We tested the proposed beat detector on 6 popular songs
with durations from 1 to 6 minutes. The input was
monaural audio signals sampled from a few commercial
compact discs. The signals are then compressed using a
MP3 encoder at bitrate of 64 ~ 96 kbps.
The system utilizes some basic musical knowledge to track
beats at the quarter-note level. It assumes that beats
generally have more energy than offbeats and the tempo is
constrained to be between 50 and 180 M.M. (Mälzel’s
Metronome: the number of quarter notes per minute) and is
roughly constant. Since the sampling frequency of all test
sounds is 44.1 kHz, the MP3 granule length is 576, the time
resolution of our system is ~ 13 ms (=576/44.1).
The beat annotation of the 6 test samples were performed
by the second author, who is a M.Sc. student at Tampere
University of Technology and a violinist at Tampere
Conservatoire. The reason to choose a musician for beat
annotation was that we wanted a more precise and
consistent result.
The machine-detected results were then compared to
human annotation. The criteria to count a failure were: (1)
if the detected beat position departs from the annotation by
or more than 4 MP3 granules that is ~ 52 ms; (2) if the
algorithm simply fails to detect a beat; (3) if the algorithm
picks up a non-beat as a beat.
The proposed method correctly tracked beats in 4 out of 6
popular music test signals.
We found that the algorithm worked almost without error if
there was a simple strong bass drum pattern marking the
beat such as songs from the band ABBA. However, the
algorithm failed completely, if there was no clear drum beat
or the beat pattern was rather complex. The algorithm often
made some mistakes at the beginning of each music sample
due to irregularity of the intro and at the end of each sample
where the signal was fading away. If we disregard the
beginning and the end for a few IBIs, the algorithm made
only one mistake (missed one beat) during a 6-minutes test
song, for example.
We discuss the reason why the beat tracker fails completely
in two of the test samples. The algorithm relies on the
assumption that the actual beats are in general stronger than
the offbeats for example. If this assumption does not hold,
the algorithm fails since it does not use any advanced
musical knowledge. In particular, one failed sample has no
drums and uses only a synthesized shaker sound marking
beats. Another failed sample has rather complex beatpattern. The bass drum beat varies a lot mixed with snare
drum and hi-hats.

These preliminary results show that the proposed algorithm
can deal with realistic music signals. However, some
improvements are still necessary.
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A beat tracking system is developed as a building block of
an error concealment scheme. It should be noted that the
error concealment and beat detection concept could be
easily applied to cope with other audio bitstreams with
minor modifications.
The beat detector was implemented partly in C and partly
in Matlab. Its memory consumption and computational
complexity are modest.
Essentially, the beat detection and error concealment are
still two separate tasks. In order to reduce the complexity of
the decoder, it might be a better alternative to implement
the beat detector in the encoder side and to embed the
current beat information in its preceding beat as ancillary
data in the MP3 bitstream. The decoder could then directly
use the beat information for error concealment. In this way
we not only reduce the complexity of the decoder but also
know with certainty whether the missing segment has a
beat or not from the embedded beat information from its
previous beat. Otherwise the decoder would have
difficulties to guess a beat with damaged packets.
The algorithm does not work with signals such as speech
and classic music. It is just intended for pop music with
quite regular beat structure, which is an important class of
music in streaming applications.
We believe that it may be a better option to use the 32subband signal for beat detection instead of the 576-MDCT
coefficients of a MP3 granule. This will not only improve
the time resolution but also avoid the alias introduced by
MDCT [6]. After all a beat is more a temporal
phenomenon.
The current implementation is clearly an application
oriented work in nature. We intend to port a good PCM
domain beat tracker into the compressed domain to
examine its performance shift.
The implemented system is still in its early version. There
are many avenues open for further work. Because of its ad
hoc nature, all major building blocks (e.g. the subband
division, the statistical model and the confidence score) can
be further optimized.
Another possible extension is to include more high-level
musical knowledge into the system for better performance
at the expense of complexity.
For applications other than error concealment, some
modifications and optimizations may be necessary to
satisfy the specific requirements.
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